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My graduate research has focused on understanding
and quantifying the physical chemical processes of
hepatitis B virus capsid assembly. Specifically, I have
worked toward understanding conformational changes
in the capsid protein as mechanisms of allosteric regu-
lation of capsid assembly. In this paper I have charac-
terized the phenylpropenamide family of small mole-
cules as a new class of potential HBV antiviral
compounds by illustrating their effects on the rate and
extent of capsid assembly. This work has illustrated
the importance of reaction rate and assembly pathway
in the HBV lifecycle and that relatively small disrup-
tions in reaction kinetics can severely impair virus as-
sembly, revealing a new and tempting target for future
antiviral compounds. (Read Katen’s article, DOI:
10.1021/cb100275b)
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Protein arginine N-methyltransferases (PRMTs) are a
family of enzymes that catalyze the post-translational
methylation of arginine residues within proteins.
PRMTs affect many cellular processes and are now con-
sidered targets for drug discovery. I am interested in
studying the enzymatic activity of PRMTs and the ef-
fects of novel inhibitors on PRMTs. Such inhibitors may
lead to treatments for cancer. My previous work re-
vealed that some PRMTs favor substrates with
monomethyl-arginine over nonmethylated substrates.
This observation led to the hypothesis that substituted
arginyl peptides may be inhibitors of PRMTs. In this pa-
per my coauthors and I show that peptides with a sin-
gle arginine residue substituted at the guanidine nitro-
gen (N�) with an ethyl group bearing zero to three
fluorine atoms are inhibitors of PRMTs. (Read Lakows-
ki’s article, DOI: 10.1021/cb100161u)
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My research interests revolve around engaging struc-
tural and synthetic aspects of organic chemistry in ad-
dressing complex biology and medicinal chemistry
problems. In addition to small molecule chemistry and
chemistry of peptides and proteins, I am also inter-
ested in developing immunotherapies that affect circu-
lating levels of endogenous hormones and neurotrans-
mitters, toxins, or synthetic compounds, such as drugs
of abuse. (Read Mayorov’s article, DOI:
10.1021/cb1002366)
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The research presented focuses on functionalizing the
cell wall of Staphylococcus aureus, a Gram-positive bac-
terial pathogen. Using small molecules that serve as
substrates for the enzyme sortase A, which ordinarily
incorporates proteins into the S. aureus cell wall, we
have been able to label the cell wall with numerous
chemical moieties without disrupting bacterial viabil-
ity. We believe that this strategy might have numerous
applications, ranging from imaging to therapeutics/
vaccine design. (Read McEnaney’s article, DOI:
10.1021/cb100195d)
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My research is focused on developing novel therapeu-
tics for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In
particular I am interested in targeting the mitochon-
drial enzyme, amyloid-binding alcohol dehydrogenase
HSD10, which is a known intracellular binding partner
of the toxic AD-associated peptide, �-amyloid. In addi-
tion to developing molecules capable of interrupting
this interaction, I am also developing tools for studying
the enzyme in a variety of systems. The current work de-
scribes the use of a fluorogenic molecular probe to
study the activity of the enzyme in living cells, setting
the framework for a cellular assay for screening poten-
tial drugs that interact with HSD10 activity. This work is
particularly exciting as it demonstrates the first mea-
surement of HSD10 inhibition by �-amyloid in living
cells. (Read Muirhead’s article, DOI:
10.1021/cb100199m)
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I am interested in using organic synthesis to under-
stand and address vital problems in biology. An exam-
ple of an important biological problem that will have a
chemical solution is that of off-target effects in RNA in-
terference. The problem is laid out: we need siRNAs
with increased specificity, decreased off-target recep-
tor binding, and improved delivery; the reward is high:
effective RNAi therapeutics. Creativity and chemistry
must combine to bring RNAi to the clinic. Our contribu-
tion is one of many small steps toward this attractive
goal. (Read Peacock’s article, DOI:
10.1021/cb100245u)
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